
ESSAY IN PRESENT CONDITION OF INDEPENDENT INDIA

After a long and difficult freedom struggle, India attained her independence from British A new state of Pakistan was
created with portions of Western and Eastern India, . The actually existing political structure has departed from the ideal
as.

We felt suffocated. But how did a trading company gain control of India? Geography and climate[ change
change source ] Rivers of India India is the seventh largest country in the world. When Was India Declared
Independent? But a coalition of castes from the Hindu and Jain and Sikh groups is decried as anti-secular.
Marking an End To year British Rule! From India came under direct rule of the British government and Queen
Victoria. Measures taken : To provide transparency in Governmental activities Government has passed Right
to Information Act on 12th October,  The British were also helped by several rulers of princely states by
delivering sums of ammunition, food, and money. We celebrate Independence Day in India as to remember
the sacrifice and struggle of the people who conceded us this autonomy and by temperance of whom we are a
democratic and free nation now. As a result of this, India became politically unstable and incapable of
launching an organized resistance against Britain. We are self-sufficient in many resources. India's
constitution was founded on 26 January  Our great forefathers suffered at the hands of the British. Partition
entailed division of resources, transfer of government personnel from one country to another, and reorientation
of the bureaucracy. Leaders were tossed into prisons. To conclude, the quotes of Dr Manmohan singh on the
completion of India's 60 years is perhaps the effective one. Our flag does not fly because the breeze moves it,
it flies with the last breath of each soldier who died protecting it â€” India Independence ! Most of these pieces
are called states , some are called union territories. The judicial branch is made up of the courts of India,
including the Supreme Court. The vote politics that requires numbers led the ruling party and the dissident
groups within it, as well as the parties in the opposition, to create vote-banks by invoking caste sentiments.
This year in , India will celebrate its 73rd independence day. Respected Sir, our beloved country India has
every beautiful thing of this world. We are a single powerful nation without any difference of color, creed or
caste. He was an immensely learned man and could feel the pulse of the masses. This freedom owes itself to
the struggles of Babu Mahatam Gandhi Gi. Print broadcast and web media may have special India
Independence Day competitions, programs, morning shows, and articles to publicize. As always India
Independence will be celebrated at the Red Fort. Happy 15th of August to all you proud Indians! Like the
issue of overpopulation, youth unemployment, poverty, underdevelopment of rural areas and many more.


